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over 200 programs last season impacting over 55,000 students 
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(Spectrum Dance Theater, Creative Outlet Dance 
Theatre of Brooklyn)

Contemporary Dance originated around mid 20th century and has grown to be one 
of the most dominant genres of formally trained dancers throughout the world 
today. This style of dance stems from ballet, jazz, lyrical and modern dance styles 
and is identified with controlled leg work that is similar to ballet but also with a 
release and fluidity in the upper body that you would find in modern dance and 
showcases a dancers flexibility and overall range of motion.

|Dance Style| Contemporary
(Spectrum Dance Theater, Creative Outlet Dance Theatre of Brooklyn)
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Bhangra is a fusion of music and dance which originates 
from the Punjab region of India and Pakistan. The word 
Bhangra originally designated a particular dance performed 
by Sikh and Muslim men. In its earliest form it was a 
celebratory folk dance which welcomed the coming of spring 
and celebrated a good harvest of Bhang (hemp). It has 
cultivated in two separate but interactive styles – one 
centered in South Asia, the other in South Asian 
Communities of the UK.

(Apna Bhangra Crew)

|Dance Style| Mexican Indigenous
(Bailadores de Bronce)

Mexican Indigenous Dance has its roots in Aztec 
culture. In the times of the Aztecs, music was 
thought of at a high philosophical level. Musical 
sounds, song and dance movements had religious 
meaning and often were accompanied by ritual acts, 
such as offerings or human sacrifices. This, they 
thought, would cause the rising of the sun each day.
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(Kalahi Dance Company)

Filipino Folk Dance shows influences of Malay, Spanish, and 
Muslim. Native dances may depict themes like different 
moods of the culture and beliefs, courtship, or planting and 
harvesting. The Philippines has many popular folk dances 
which have evolved and changed as they have been passed 
down from generation to generation. Although a particular 
dance might be performed slightly differently from one 
region to the next, it remains true to its roots. Dancing plays 
an important role in Filipino culture, telling their history and 
preserving traditions through folk dances and music.

|Dance Style| Traditional Oaxacan/Mexican
(Danza Folclórica Chalcatongo)

Oaxacan and Mexican Dance draws influence from indigenous culture, the 
Spanish, and Africa. Traditional dances mean more than a few hours of 
amusement to people from Oaxaca. They are an important social event and 
moreover are attributed with profoundly magical and religious meaning. A 
dancer does not take part for his or the public's entertainment, but as a 
prayer to the powers above, to seek their approval, to show them devotion 
and respect.
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Hip Hop Dance is one of the most diverse genres of dance, widely differing in 
movement, music, style, clothing, and foundational technique both across the 
United States and the world. It is also one of the most popular and 
commercialized styles, as made popular by television shows, movies, music 
videos and the culture of popular hip hop and rap music. Hip Hop dance 
originated in the streets of New York and LA and is typically comprised of the 
three foundations of breaking, popping and locking technique. Hip hop dance 
was solely comprised of freestyle based in African dance, Latin styles, and 
social dancing before choreographed routines and studio dance classes 
became popular.

(Shakiah Danielson)

|Dance Style| Hip Hop

(Vela Luka Croatian Dance Ensemble)

Croatian Dance traditionally refers to a series of folk-dances, the 
most common being the kolo ("circle [dance]"). Croatian dance 
varies by region, and can be found throughout the various regions 
of Austria, Croatia, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Slovenia, Serbia, Kosovo, Hungary, and Romania. 
The traditional kolo is a circle dance, where dancers follow each 
other around the circle, is relatively simple in form and widespread 
throughout other Slavic countries
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|Dance Style| Street
(Amy O’Neal & Michael O’Neal)

Street Dance is a dance style that evolved outside dance studios in 
any available open space such as streets, dance parties, block parties, 

parks, school yards, raves, and nightclubs. Examples of street dance 

include freestyle and b-boy, which originated in New York City.

Tap Dance is a form of dance characterized by using the 
sounds of tap shoes striking the floor as a form of 
percussion. Two major variations on tap dance exist: rhythm 
(jazz) tap and Broadway tap. Broadway tap focuses on 
dance; it is widely performed in musical theater. Rhythm tap 
focuses on musicality, and practitioners consider themselves 
to be a part of the Jazz tradition.

|Dance Style| Tap
(Northwest Tap Connection,
Dormeshia Sumbrey- Edwards & Derick Grant)
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|Group Spotlight| Apna Bhangra Crew
(Bhangra)

Performing: ABC will be performing a 
traditional Indian (or Punjabi) folk dance 
called Bhangra, but with a modern twist. 
Their dancers showcase their talent and 
ability to display their cultural style with a 
present day vibe.

Choreographer: Harmeet Dhaliwal, Arjun 
Sahota, Karandeep Sahota
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The

|Group Spotlight| Bailadoresde Bronce

(Mexican Indigenous)

Choreographer:

Christina Olivas has been a dancer at 
Bailadores de Bronce since 1998. She had 
been an instructor for BDB since 2010 and 
became one of the choreographers for BDB 
40th anniversary. Christina has been the 
Artistic Director since 2014.

Bailadores de Bronce was established in 1972 by a 
group of students at the University of Washington, 
led by Josefina Jaramillo Alvarez, united in a 
common goal to demonstrate their pride in their 
Mexican heritage through music and dance. All 
dancers, instructors and the Board of Directors 
volunteer their time, energy and efforts to ensure 
that Bailadores de Bronce continues to thrive. We 
always remember that it is the dancers 
themselves, with their dedication and love of their 
culture and of each other as a family, who are the 
glue that keeps Bailadores de Bronce together.
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|Group Spotlight| Creative Outlet Dance Theatre of Brooklyn

(Contemporary/Modern)

Choreographer: Jamel Gaines is the Artistic Director and founder of Creative Outlet. 
Gaines began dancing under the direction of Diane and Adrian Brown. His 
choreographic career began at Purchase University, where he received the Harry 
Belafonte Scholarship graduation with a BFA. Over the past sixteen years Mr. Gaines has 
choreographed and staged over 25 repertory and concert productions. In 2004, Jamel 
appeared on Public Television’s American Talent in which he was presented the Teacher 
Recognition Award, during the Presidential Scholars in the Arts Committee at The 
Kennedy Center. Jamel Gaines has also been featured in publications such as Essence 
Magazine, The New York Times, The Seattle Times, and the NY Daily News.

Creative Outlet Dance Theatre of Brooklyn is a professional dance company that 
merges rigorous classical and modern technique with African-American soul and 
spirit. Under the artistic direction of Jamel Gaines, the company has been hailed 
by reviewers in the United States and Europe for its "richness of dance tone" and 
"contagious vitality. Since its inception, CO has grown into a multi-tiered arts 
organization. The company is comprised of unique performing artists whose 
talents include theatre, spoken word, live music, and visuals in the form of video 
and photographic art. 
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|Group Spotlight| Danza FolclóricaChalcatongo

(Traditional Oaxacan/Mexican)

Danza Folclorica de Chalcatongo’s mission is to provide professional development to young artists, preserve Oaxacan 
culture and present dances at a national and international level. Previous Artistic Directors were Longinos Cruz and José 
Alfredo Naal Tamay. In 2000, Juan Carlos Cuevas Jimenez took the helm of Artistic Director. Under his leadership, the group 
is recognize as one of the top 5 dance groups in the State. In addition, the group has won 10 regional championships and 
has been recognize three times as a group that has excelled academically, culturally and sports wise in the Island of 
Conzumel, Huatulco and Villa Hermosa Tabasco. The group has performed in Mexico City and Oaxaca.

Choreographer:
Juan Carlos Cuevas Jimenez is the artistic Director of Danza Folclorica de Chalcatongo at el Colegio de Bachilleres de 
Estado de Oaxaca, Plantel 17 “Chalcatongo.” He has a dual degree in Engineering (architecture) and Dance. Under 
the leadership of Mr. Cuevas Jimenez, the group has been recognize multiple times regionally and statewide. He has 
expanded the group from being solely dance and added live instrumentation, where traditional music from Oaxaca is 
played. Adding music to the group has truly showcased the true beauty of Oaxaca, Chalcatongo. In 2008, the group 
was presented at the Guelagueza, a festival that bring hundreds of people from around the world to watch dances 
from Oaxaca. In 2018 he presented the group in front Secretary of State of Oaxaca, where the group was recognized 
for its authenticity and keeping Oaxacan traditions alive.
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Performing: "Singkil" takes its name from the bells worn on the ankles of the Muslim princess. It is a popular 
dance performed during celebrations, recounting the epic legend of the "Darangan", originating from 
the Maranao people of Mindanao. Princess Gandingan was caught in the middle of a forest earthquake, 
represented by the crisscrossed bamboo poles which she gracefully avoids. Prince Bantugan is determined 
to rescue the princess, while other dancers skillfully manipulate the beautifully decorated apir fans and 
delicate scarves.

|Group Spotlight| KalahiDance Company

(Filipino Folk Dance)

Choreographer: Lyrma Santodomingo received her training in traditional Filipino folk dancing at the 
University of San Carlos in Cebu City, Philippines. As choreographer for the Kalahi Dance Company of Seattle, 
she us proud to share her love of Filipino culture and dance with audiences all over the Pacific Northwest. She 
is thrilled to be a part of DANCE This 2018!

The Kalahi Dance Company is a group of 
Filipino American dancers based in Seattle, 
Washington whose mission is to increase 
awareness of Filipino culture and heritage 
through traditional folk dances. We are 
proud of our culture, our values and 
traditions and have made it our goal to 
share broadly with our audiences.
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|Artist Spotlight| Northwest Tap Connection
(TAP)

Choreographer: Pamela Yasutake is a Seattle native and began her dance training 
with Dr. Darrilyn Smith at age 9. She recently made her Broadway debut in the 10 
Tony award nominated show, Shuffle Along, or, the Making of the Musical 
Sensation of 1921 and All That Followed.Pamela is currently a member of Chloe 
Arnold's Syncopated Ladies, an all female tap band. She has traveled to several 
countries around the world, sharing her love for Tap dance with others.

Northwest Tap Connection, a race and social justice oriented studio under the leadership of Joseph and Melba Ayco, is 
located in south Seattle. The mission of NW Tap Connection is to train, inspire, and nurture young dancers towards 
artistic excellence, to perform works by emerging and master choreographers, and to bring the art of dance to multi-
cultural and generational audiences through dance instruction, innovative community partnerships, and participation in 
local festivals, cultural events, and arts in education programs both locally and nationally.  www.nwtapconnection.org

Choreographer: Shaina Proctor was born and raised in Seattle, WA. She is 
currently an instructor and Artistic Director of the Youth Tap Ensemble at 
Northwest Tap Connection. She has performed at many venues and tap festivals 
all over the world. She danced two seasons with the Intiman Theatre's Black 
Nativity Play and appeared on Dancing with the Stars as a part of Savion 
Glover's ensemble.
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|Group Spotlight | Spectrum Dance Theater

Artistic Director: Donald Byrd, TONY nominated (The Color Purple) and Bessie Award winning (The Minstrel Show) choreographer, 
became the Artistic Director of Seattle’s Spectrum Dance Theater in 2002. From 1978 – 2002, he was Artistic Director of Donald 
Byrd/The Group, a critically acclaimed contemporary dance company, founded in Los Angeles and later based in New York. He has

created over 100 modern and contemporary dance works for his own groups as well as for the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, 
Dayton Contemporary Dance Company, and Philadelphia Dance Company (Philadanco). He counts among his numerous collaborators 
an eclectic mix of distinguished artists including Peter Sellars, Anna Deavere Smith, and the late Max Roach. In recent years, his 
explorations of race and other socially relevant themes have shown that dance, and all the arts, are a powerful and important way to 
examine these issues.

Performing: “Bhangra Fever” 
Choreographer: Donald Byrd

(Contemporary/Modern)
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Performing: "The Baranja Suite" comes from the Croatian part of the region between the rivers Drava and Danube 
and Hungarian borders. The a cappella song “Jelica Vezuje” opens the suite, which expresses the work in the 
vineyard and the turmoil of love. It is followed later in the suite by the festive song ”Baranjsko Vino”, which brings 
the dancers and orchestra together in celebration of the “wine of Baranja”. Vela Luka performs Ranče, Jabučice, 
Kolo na dvije strane, dances of the Croatians in Baranja, and Kopogaš, a dance native to the Croatians of 
the Baranja region in Hungary. The quick footwork and stomping are trademarks of the neighboring Hungarian 
dance style.

|Group Spotlight| Vela Luka Croatian Dance Ensemble
(Croatian Folk Dance)

Choreographer: Maria Plancich Kesovija attended the University of Washington where she was enrolled in the 
Dance, Music, and Slavic Departments and received a Bachelor of Arts & Science from the Slavic Languages and 
Literature Department. In 1988, 1990, and 2000, Maria toured with Vela Luka Croatian Dance Ensemble on a three-
week performance tour throughout Croatia. Maria began in Vela Luka’s youth ensemble in 1975, when the ensemble 
was founded, and was appointed Artistic Director in 1998. 

Vela Luka Croatian Dance Ensemble was founded in 1975 
in Anacortes, WA, located on Fidalgo Island. One-quarter 
of the residents of this unique community are descended 
from immigrants from another fishing village: Vela Luka, 
on the Island of Korčula, Croatia. The performers in Vela 
Luka Croatian Dance Ensemble represent four generations 
of Croatian Americans who have introduced their culture’s 
extraordinary choreography, music, and instruments to 
people all over the world. Forming a cross-cultural link 
between the Puget Sound region and Croatia, the company 
strives to preserve Croatian folkways and culture for 
generations to come.
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comprised of members Kevin Buster, Geoff Cooke, Jamel Nance, 
Darrius Willrich.

| Artist Spotlight| 
DormeshiaSumbry-Edwards & Derick Grant
(TAP)

Dormeshia Sumbry-Edwards (Choreographer) has been tap dancing since the age of 
three. She started under the instruction of Paul and Arlene Kennedy in California, and 
went on to perform in Rome, Italy at the Tip Tap Festival by the age of eight. From 
there she made her debut on Broadway at age twelve, in the musical revue Black and 
Blue with legends Gregory Hines, Jimmy Slyde, Buster Brown, and Savion Glover. She 
was also featured in the Tony Award-winning Bring In Da'Noise, Bring In Da'Funk on 
Broadway as well as the international tour. Other performances include the national 
tour of Wild Woman Blues and Debbie Allen's SAMMY, on the life and times of Sammy 
Davis Jr. Dormeshia was also Tap coach to the king of pop Michael Jackson over the 
course of eleven years..

Derick K. Grant (Choreographer) has an established career that spans over three decades. 
Under the direction of two- time Tony Award winning director George C. Wolfe, he was an 
original company member and Dance Captain for Bring In ‘Da Noise, Bring In ‘Da Funk at both 
The Public Theater and on Broadway and also starred in the role of ‘da beat for the first National 
Tour of Bring In ‘Da Noise, Bring In ‘Da Funk. He created the critically acclaimed show Imagine 
Tap! and was appointed as the Co-Artistic Director of Chicago Human Rhythm Project’s Rhythm 
World Summer Festival. Choreography and performance credits include The Apollo 
Theatre’s Get On The Good Foot (James Brown Tribute) local and national tour; The Kennedy 
Center for the Performing Arts’ AFRICAN ODYSSEY program (EXPRESIONES LATINAS 
Festival); Opening number for Daniela Mercury with Brazilian artist Nego Gato and many more! 
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|Artist Spotlight| ShakiahDanielson
(Hip Hop)

Performing: “Vibranium"

We are told to dream big and shoot for the stars. In this piece, the stars are getting just a little bit closer as we 
embrace our dream.

Shakiah Danielson is a self-taught hip hop 
instructor/choreographer and is currently the Artistic Director of 
“The Groovement,” a hip hop program based at Northwest Tap 
Connection. She began choreographing/teaching over 13 years ago 
for theater productions by Restoration of the Arts (ROTA), a non-
profit artistic organization based out of South Seattle with a focus 
on utilizing the arts to reach at-risk youth. Shakiah’s “Hell 
You Talmbout” – a percussive tap piece to Janelle Monae’s protest 
anthem has led to a cinematic collaboration with The National 
Young Arts Foundation and won the audience award at this year’s 
NFFTY film festival. Shakiah is a teaching artist for Seattle 
Theatre Group and has worked with Boys & Girls Club of King 
County, Melodic Caring Project, Girl Scouts of America, Disney 
Musicals In Schools, Sasquatch Music Festival, and MoPop (formerly 
EMP).
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|Artist Spotlights| Amy O’Neal and Michael O’Neal Jr.  

Amy O’Neal is an award-winning dancer, choreographer, 
movement director, and dance educator. She is physically multi-
lingual and equally participates in street and club dance culture 
and contemporary dance and performance. Her work is at the 
intersection of these worlds, while honoring their cultural 
differences. A sought after artist and teacher for the past eighteen 
years, Amy works nationally and internationally choreographing 
and performing for stage, dance films, live music shows, music 
videos, and commercials and teaches at studios, colleges, and 
universities. Along with Dani Tirrell, Amy co-founded the House 
classes and Open Sessions at The Beacon: Massive Monkees
Studio and co-produced the first Seattle House Dance Project four 
day event celebrating House dance and music culture. 

(Street & Contemporary Fusion)
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Michael O'Neal Jr. (Majinn) is a queer mixed 
African American professional dance artist and 
teacher who utilizes his training in both street and 
classical dance styles to find and express his whole 
self. Majinn believes that to be the best dancer 
and person he can be he should be versatile and 
push his own comfort zone. Through dance he has 
grown to become a dancer and teacher who loves 
to see his students growth as well as grow with his 
students. Through his art Majinn hopes to inspire 
those he can, to follow their dreams and continue 
to grow in everyday life. Majinn is a part of both 
Chapter1NE and Beat Hippies dance crews as well 
as Seattle’s Au Collective. You can find Majinn
under the moniker Choreomike on youtube
and Majinn_Mike on other social media.

Performing:
"Brother from Another" explores ideas of 
chosen family and builds on a 10 
year relationship of learning from one 
another. The duet utilizes concepts 
from Amy's choreographic and 
improvisation work. Amy and Mike met 
when Amy was teaching at the first Dance 

This Camp 10 years ago and Mike was a 
camp student. Fast forward a decade 
where Mike performed and toured in Amy's 
acclaimed evening-length work, "Opposing 
Forces".



|Guest Artist Spotlight| DANCE This Alum

Aaron Loux (Guest Artist) grew up in Seattle, Washington, and began dancing at 
the Creative Dance Center as a member of Kaleidoscope, a youth modern dance 
company. He began his classical training at the Cornish College Preparatory Dance 
Program and received his B.F.A. from The Juilliard School in 2009. He danced at The 
Metropolitan Opera and with Arc Dance Company before joining MMDG in 2010, 
and assisted Mr. Morris in the creation of Pepperland, a celebration of Sgt. Pepper 
at 50. He has taught master classes for the company at universities and dance 
schools around the United States and internationally. Aaron performed in the first 
Dance This when he was 12.

Jeroboam Bozeman (Guest Artist) began his dance training under Ruth Sistaire at 
the Ronald Edmonds Learning Center in Washington. He later joined Creative 
Outlet, under Jamel Gaines, and was granted full scholarships at the Joffrey Ballet 
School and Dance Theatre of Harlem. Mr. Bozeman is a gold medal recipient from 
the NAACP ACT-SO Competition in Dance. He performed in Elton John and Tim 
Rice’s Broadway musical Aida (international tour in China) and was a part of 
Philadanco, Donald Byrd's Spectrum Dance Theater, and Ailey II. Mr. Bozeman 
joined the Company in 2013.

Deepa Liegel (Guest Artist) grew up dancing with Cornish Preparatory Dance and 
Leela Kathak Dance in Seattle, Washington. She also has performed and trained 
with STG for Dance This (2008/2011), various summer intensives and King 5 News. 
In 2017, she received her B.F.A. in Dance Performance and a Arts Management 
minor from Southern Methodist University. Deepa is currently an Apprentice 
Dancer with the José Limón Dance Company in New York, NY as well as freelancing 
throughout the city. Deepa participated
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|Creative Team|

FINALE CHOREOGRAPHER

Kirsten Barron Kinney graduated from UC Irvine earning a BFA in 
Choreography/Dance Performance, and was a member of Donald 
McKayle’s Etude Ensemble. Nearly 20 years in Seattle, Kirsten is 
passionate about teaching dancers to understand dance technique, 
improvisation, choreography, and dance as a common denominator for 
bringing people together. Thank you to my husband, my kiddos, and 
my Gotta Dance family.
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Jessica C. Bomball

Regional theatres: The Great Leap, Pride and Prejudice, King Charles III, A Raisin 

in the Sun, Buyer & Cellar, Of Mice and Men, God of Carnage (Seattle Repertory 

Theatre); The Secret Garden, Rent, Disney’s Aladdin, and A Christmas Story: 

The Musical (The 5th Avenue Theatre); The Wizard of Oz (Seattle Children’s 

Theatre); A Christmas Carol, The Education of Randy Newman (ACT 

Theatre); Bootycandy, Angels in America: Millennium 

Approaches, and Perestroika (Intiman Theatre Festival); As You Like It, The 

Tempest, and Twelfth Night(Shakespeare Santa Cruz); Much Ado About 

Nothing, Henry V, and Comedy of Errors (Seattle Shakespeare Company).

|Technical Team|
LIGHTING DESIGNER: Robert Aguilar
Recent designs: Macbeth, Pride and Prejudice, The Odyssey (Seattle 

Rep), Hir Dragon Lady, BBQ (Intiman), Local credits: Wedding Band and Angels in 
America (Intiman); The Legend of Georgia McBride, Alex and Aris The 
Wolves (ACT); Daisy (ACT); The Pajama Game, How to Succeed in 
Business... and Jasper in Deadland (The 5th Avenue Theatre); The Cherry 
Orchard and Three Sisters (The Seagull Project). Regional Credits include: Dancing 

at Lughnasa (Tantrum Theatre); Full Gallop (The Old Globe); Seven Spots on the 
Sun (Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park). Robert is the lighting design associate for 
Seattle Repertory Theatre.

ASSISTANT STAGE MANAGER: Adrienne Mendoza
Adrienne is a stage manager and production assistant in Seattle, and is thrilled to be a part of
the 20th Anniversary of DANCE This! Recent credits include Here Lies Love (Seattle
Repertory Theatre), Madame Butterfly (Seattle Opera), Dragon Lady (Intiman Theatre),
Ragtime, Holiday Inn, Mamma Mia!, Kiss Me, Kate, and The Hunchback of Notre Dame (5th
Avenue Theatre).
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|Activities|
Ages: All Ages

Creative Dancing Risk Level: ***
• The leader of the group plays a song
• Each participant draws what they feel represents the music being played
• The participants create movement to represent what they have drawn
• Each participant takes turns performing their movement to the group

Ages: Teens
Global Exploration Risk Level: **
• Student pick a piece of paper from a hat that has a country’s name on it
• Have each student, either individually or in pairs, research the music and dance traditions of that 

country
• Have the students present their findings to the class through movement

Ages: All Ages 
Word Play Risk Level: ** 
• Participants begin sitting in a circle 
• Each participant writes down an adjective on their piece of paper and puts it in the middle of the 

circle  
• A participant picks a slip of paper from the middle at random and creates movement to represent 

what is written on the paper  
• Everyone learns the movement 
• Going around the circle, each student picks a piece of paper from the middle and creates their own 

movement while the rest of the participants learn the movement 
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• Which style of dance are you most excited to see? Why?
• Which two styles of dance do you think are most different? Most 

similar?
• Many of the dancers in this show are youth just like you. What kind 

of benefits can youth get from participating in the arts and 
programs like DANCE This?

• For many cultures, dance is a religious experience meant to honor 
gods. Which groups demonstrate this connection and how?

• Choreographers are intentional about their message in their dance 
pieces. In some cases, the message is very clear while other times it 
is up to the viewer to decide on the message. Can you select two 
dance pieces and identify the choreographers message?
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|Education & Community 
Department|

www.stgpresents.org
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www.stgpresents.org/education/songwriters

www.stgpresents.org/education/aileycamp

|Upcoming Events & Programs|

DANCE This Camp at Centrum
DANCE This Camp at Centrum

August 12-19, 2018

Final Share at Fort Worden, Port Townsend

August 19 at 1:00pm-2:00pm

Young dancers grades 9 - 12 study many styles of dance for one week 
in beautiful Port Townshend, WA. Please note: this is a residential 

program/camp. For more information, please check out: 
www.stgpresents.org/education/dt-camp 

Student Matinees 
STG presents and produces several daytime matinees each season 

for school and community groups at the historic Paramount, Moore 
and Neptune Theatres. These specially priced programs make the 

performing arts accessible to student groups and include workshops 
and study materials to expand student learning. Contact 

studentprograms@stgpresents.org
: 28
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|Save the Dates | Student Matinees|

10th Annual Global Party
Friday, November 9, 2019, 11:00am at The Moore
60-minute performance
Grades: 3 -12
$8.00/ $5.00 title 1 schools

Dear Evan Hansen
Thursday, January 24, 2019, 1:00pm at The Paramount Theatre
120-minute performance
Grades: Title I- Middle/High Schools
$10.00

Silent Movie Monday Matinee
Monday, February 11, 2019, 11:00am at The Paramount Theatre
60-minute lecture/demonstration
Grades: 3-12
FREE

Disney Musicals In Schools (Final Share)
Monday, March 18, 2019, 12:00pm, The Paramount Theatre
70-minute performance (approximately)
Grades: K-5
FREE

18th Annual More Music @ The Moore
Friday, March 22, 2019, 11:00am at The Moore Theatre
75-minute performance
Grades: 3- College+
$8.00/ $5.00 title 1 schools

Dance Theatre of Harlem Lecture/ Demonstration
Friday, April 26, 2019, 11:00am at The Paramount Theatre
60-minute lecture/demonstration
$8.00/ $5.00 title 1 schools

21st Annual DANCE This
Thursday, July 11, 2019, 1pm at The Moore Theatre
Friday, July 12, 2019 at 1pm at The Moore Theatre
75-minute performance
All Ages
$7.00

Email 
studentprograms@stgpresents.org 

for further inquiries
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